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1 Inserting a GeoQlik map in a document
GeoQlik version 12.x is compatible with version 12 of QlikView. If using Qlikview 12, it’s necessary to
add the following parameter in the config.xml file (C:\ProgramData\GeoqlikServer):
<QmsVersion>12</QmsVersion>

If this parameter is not filled, it will be considered that the used version is Qlikview 11

Before you start, please make sure that QlikView's WebView mode is activated in QlikView's View menu
- Turn on/off WebView so that you can use the GeoQlik extension properly:

To insert a map in your QlikView document, you need to download the extension using the following
URL: http://<your_server>/geoqlik/. Click on "Download extension" and open the GeoQlik.qar file. A
message informs you that a directory with four files has been installed and that you can now use the
extension.

Once installed, the GeoQlik extension is available in the application just as any other sheet object in a
QlikView application.
Right-click in the document and select New Sheet Object:
The interface is divided into two panels: QlikView objects
and Extension objects. Thus, you will find the GeoQlik
extension in the "Extension objects" panel:

To add a map to your application, simply drag the
component and drop it in the desired location.

Note: Check that your QlikView Desktop is compatible with your Internet Explorer version. For more
information about QlikView compatibility, check Qlik website.

Note: It is necessary to have at least one cartographic layer uploaded in the GeoQlik Management
Console when adding a map object in QlikView. If there is none the map will stay shaded.

2 Creating and setting up analyses
In order to create your analyses, you will have to geographically define a dimension (2.1). Once the
dimension is set up, you will have access to different types of analyses (2.2). This chapter will teach you
how to create (2.3), edit (2.4) order and delete analyses (2.5). The final element of this chapter will
teach you how to set up your QlikView work environment to display point clustering (2.6).

2.1 Current dimension
2.1.1 Definition

The current dimension, as all the other QlikView objects, is a field from your document. To display an
analysis on the map, the dimension needs to be geographically defined. In other words, to define
geographically your dimension means “putting your document data on a map”.

The current dimension is a dimension where you will perform your analyses. For instance, you could
choose an area like an administrative area (Continent, Country, State, District, etc.) or points (stores,
cities, buildings, clients, etc.). The dimension will define the level of calculation for your analysis:



working with a Country dimension will aggregate your data to represent your analyses
expression by country;
working with a District dimension will aggregate your data to represent your analyses
expression by district, etc.

At any time, you can switch the current dimension by clicking on the pen button.

Please note that changing the current dimension to a new dimension will affect existing analyses as the
new dimension might not be already geographically defined.

Geographically defining a dimension (“putting your document data on a map”) can be established in
three different ways, using:

1. a map layer – your QlikView document contains a common field with a map layer added in
the GeoQlik Management Console.
2. X/Y coordinates fields – your QlikView document contains longitude/latitude (X/Y) data.
3. Address fields – your QlikView document contains addresses.

Examples:


You wish to analyse population density.
You have previously imported a “Cities” map layer into the GeoQlik Management Console.
o Select the QlikView field “city_name” as the current dimension.
o When creating an analysis, this dimension needs to be linked to the “Cities” layer, using
the “city_name” field of the layer.
>> Joining the fields will allow matching attributes to be placed on a map using the map layer.



You wish to analyse sales information, for different stores.
Your QlikView document holds longitude/latitude fields for the stores.
o Select the QlikView store” field of your document as the current dimension.
o When creating an analysis, you’ll have to choose the fields storing the
longitude/latitude for the stores.
>> X/Y coordinates data present in your document will allow GeoQlik to place the attributes on
the map.



You wish to analyse the number of clients of different stores.
Your QlikView document contains the addresses of the stores.
o Select the QlikView “store” field of your document as the current dimension.
o When creating an analysis, you’ll have to choose the fields storing the address data of
the stores.
>> Geocoded addresses will allow GeoQlik to place the attributes on the map.

Note: geographic definition settings are developed in section 2.3.1 Step 1: Geographic definition.

2.1.2 Cyclic group

The current dimension can also be a cyclic group. A cyclic group gathers several dimensions to which
you can link cartographic data that will be used in your analyses. Thus, GeoQlik enables you to create
analyses either on a sole dimension or on several dimensions thanks to cyclic groups

When you use GeoQlik in QlikView desktop, you can select a group by typing its name in the editable
dropdown list. This dropdown list does not list the groups (a QlikView constraint), so it is important that
you type the name of the group manually.
When you create a map in Ajax mode, the groups are listed and identified by a green arrow in front of
their name. When you select a group, the Current dimension block changes from:

to:
A dropdown list appears with an icon (
) that allows you to identify that this dimension is a cyclic
group. You can change the dimension by clicking on the arrow or select the dimension you wish to work
on within the list.

The analyses you create on a cyclic group can concern one, several or all of the group dimensions. When
your first analysis is created, a double arrow appears on top of the list:

The double arrow button enables you to set up the visibility thresholds of your group dimensions (or
more precisely, the visibility of the analyses concerning the dimensions). For each dimension, you can
indicate when it will be activated, based on zoom levels. Level 0 corresponds to the lowest level (street).
Levels 17 and above correspond to the highest levels (World). The total number of levels depends on
the bas map used.
In the example below, the "ADMIN_NAME" dimension will be visible from levels 2 to 15,
"CNTRY_NAME" from levels 15 to 17 and "CONTINENT" from levels 12 to 19:

In the screen above, Automatic transition is ticked. The automatic transition enables you to go
automatically from one dimension of the cyclic group to the other. When this box is ticked, the grey
double arrow becomes green, indicating that Automatic transition is enabled. When enabled, it is no
longer possible to manually change the current dimension and the drop-down list is no longer active:

Note: When the automatic transition is activated, the visibility thresholds linked to the dimensions
cannot overlap:

2.2 Types of analyses

GeoQlik allows you to create different kinds of analyses:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Individual analysis (2.2.1)
Classes analysis (2.2.2)
Bubbles analysis (2.2.2)
Heat map analysis (2.2.2)
Bar chart analysis (2.2.3)
Sector analysis (2.2.3)
Half-sector analysis (2.2.3)
Flow analysis (2.2.4)

2.2.1 Individual analysis

The individual analysis assigns a unique symbology to each cartographic object.
Example: Analysing the age of patients in the different French departments:

2.2.2 Class analysis– Bubbles analysis – Heat map analysis

These analyses will allow you to distinguish each collection of cartographic objects according to an
identical calculation on a common numerical value. Thereby, the cartographic objects that fit the same
numerical calculation criterion will be gathered within the same class. These analyses allow you to
select one indicator only. GeoQlik proposes several representation types for classes on a map.

Class analysis:

In the case of a class analysis, each class has its own symbology.
Example: study on the sales in the different regions of Spain:

Bubbles analysis:

In the case of a bubbles analysis, each class will be represented by a bubble of a greater or lesser size
depending on the importance of the class values. To calculate the size of the bubbles, you can use
linear, logarithmic or square root calculation methods.
Example: study on the sales in the different states of the United States:

Heat map

In the case of a heat map, each class is represented by a colour depending on the importance of the
values.

Example: Study on the disasters reported by the Federal Government in the different states of the
United States:

2.2.3 Multi-valued analysis (bar chart – sector – half sector)

The multi-valued analysis is a proportionality analysis that connects several quantitative values of an
object. The different geographic objects of a layer are studied and compared according to several
numerical data. In GeoQlik, the proportion of these data can be viewed in three types of visuals
representations: bar chart, sector and half sector.
On one hand, in a multi-valued analysis, you can select several indicators, which was not possible in the
analyses mentioned before. On the other hand, a new option appears in this analysis, the “Grouping
dimension” option. It is only applicable if one indicator is selected and it is aimed at grouping, for one
indicator, all the elements of a dimension.
Example: Study on the CO2 emissions by category in the different regions of the United Kingdom:

2.2.4 Flow analysis

This type of analysis allows representing flows between origin objects to a set of destinations. These
flows will be represented using lines or arrows. Their width and colour can be determined using
respectively a QlikView expression and a field in the document.
Example: analysing sales and shipping costs, between factories and shops. The width of the arrows will
be determined based on the total number of sales, the color will represent the type of product sold.

2.3 Creating analyses
An analysis is a cartographic representation of alphanumeric data. The analyses created by a user on a
desktop version can be viewed by other users on the server. However, the users will in no way be able
to modify the analyses created by the administrator on the desktop version.
The “New analysis” button allows you to add an analysis to your application. A
step-by-step wizard helps you create your analysis. The wizard allows the setup of the geographic data
(2.3.1), the choice of the analysis type (2.3.2), the expression (2.3.3) and the analysis style (2.3.4).In
case you wish to change a parameter, you can go back at any time.

2.3.1 Step 1: Geographic definition

During the first step, the current dimension of the application needs to be geographically defined, in
order to be able to view it on a map.

It is to be recalled that a terrestrial coordinate system allows the objects to be referenced in space and
overlapped. Objects are organized in layers, each layer gathering all the homogeneous objects
(buildings, rivers, roads, plots etc.).
Note: if the current dimension is a cyclic group, you need to geographically define all dimensions.

In order to set the geographic definition, click on the name of the dimension, on geographically defined
or on the Geographic data button.
Using GeoQlik, QlikView document data can be “put on a map” in three possible ways:

(1) Map layer

Using a map layer consists of creating a join between the current dimension of the application and a
map layer residing in the GeoQlik Management Console.

A join is an operation that consists of performing a Cartesian product with the saved copies of two
tables having common values. The goal is to join a QlikView field to a cartographic layer in order to
visualize the QlikView field on a map. Therefore, you need to define the common fields between the
QlikView field and the cartographic layer. For instance, the continent layer can be joined to the
continent dimension using a selected join field.




Map layer: the first dropdown list names all the cartographic layers available in your application
(having been imported into the GeoQlik Management Console).
Join field: The second list names all the fields contained in the selected layer. This second list
will allow you to choose the common field between the current dimension and the cartographic
layer you have selected to perform the join. In this example, the current dimension of the
application is "continent ". Thus, we have to perform the join with the "continent" cartographic
layer via the "continent" field (continent number).

Note: If the current dimension is a cyclic group, you will have to create as many joins as fields contained
in the group.

(2) X/Y coordinates

This option allows you to geographically define the current dimension of the application, using X/Y
(longitude/latitude) data contained in your QlikView document.





Longitude (X): dropdown list displays all the fields in the QlikView document, choose the one
containing the X coordinate.
Latitude (Y): dropdown list displays all the fields in the QlikView document, choose the one
containing the Y coordinate.
Label field: dropdown list displays all the fields in the QlikView document, choose the field that
will be used to display labels.

The Advanced settings allow choosing the coordinate system of the X/Y used.

Select the desired system in the list. The “Filter list” field allows you to quickly find a specific system, by
typing a part of its name. At any moment, you can “Reset to default value”, which resets to the default
choice of coordinate system: “EPSG: 4326 – WGS 84”.
Note: In the QlikView script, you must choose the numeric format for the X/Y coordinates.

(3) Postal address

This option allows using address data contained in the QlikView document in order to geographically
define the current dimension.



Postal address expression: In your QlikView document, address data can be stored in a single
field. In such a case, simply choose to use this field. However, if the address is being stored in
several separate fields in your document (such as street, city, country), you can use a QlikView
expression to concatenate them into a valid address.

Example: Street & ', ' & City & ', ' & Country


Label field: this dropdown list displays the different field of your QlikView document. You can
select a field you’d like to user as a label.

The addresses are geocoded using a Geocoding service setup in the GeoQlik Management Console –
either OpenStreetMap (included), Google or IGN (require a specific license) (see Installation and
administration Guide – 3.5 GeoServices).
Note: due to performance reasons, on-the-fly geocoding with GeoQlik is intentionally limited to 500
addresses per map. For more addresses geocoding, you can use the GeoServices platform which will
allow you do use more advanced tools and save your results for use with GeoQlik and more. See
Installation and administration Guide – 3.5 GeoServices for more information about the geocoding
services.


Verify geographic data: This button allows a user to verify the existence of corresponding data,
for the current dimension. This operation is available for the three types of geographic sources
which can be used (map layer, X/Y coordinates, address data). When the current dimension is
being linked to a map layer, this process allows verifying the join.

When the test finishes, GeoQlik displays the success rate for matching the dimension values to the
geographic data. Clicking View details provides a description of the objects successfully matched and
those that failed.
In this example, GeoQlik didn’t locate the geographic data (in the provided map layer) for the values:
“United Kingdom” and “United States”. One possible reason could be that in the map layer these values
are written differently.
It is possible to export these values to a CSV file. (The export applies for the currently selected tab)



X/Y coordinates: When the current dimension is being geographically defined using X/Y
coordinates, the “Verify geographic data” operation checks that the provided coordinate data is
valid.

When the test finishes, GeoQlik displays the percentage of objects successfully defined, using the
coordinates provided. Clicking View details provides a list of the invalid coordinates found.
In this example, GeoQlik couldn’t use the displayed coordinates, containing invalid characters.

It is possible to export these values to a CSV file. (The export applies for the currently selected tab)



Postal address: when the current dimension is being geographically defined using a Postal
address, the “Verify geographic data” operation displays the results of the address geocoding
process.

When the test finishes, GeoQlik displays the percentage of objects successfully geocoded, using the
addresses provided. Clicking View details provides a list of the invalid addresses found.
In this example, geocoding failed for five addresses.

It is possible to export these values to a CSV file. (The export applies for the currently selected tab)

2.3.2 Step 2: Choosing the type of analysis

GeoQlik proposes several types of analyses. These different types were presented in section 2.2 of this
document.

The different settings available for these analyses differ, based on the type of analysis. Those will be
presented in the following sections.

2.3.3 Step 3: Entering the expression
General case

Step 3 enables you to enter a label for your analysis and to attribute it an expression. By clicking on the
button, you can access the Expression Editor.

Note: you can type ‘$r’ in your expression to insert a line break into the resulting value.
The 123 button allows you to set formats to your expressions:

Adding a link to an analysis (new)

It is now possible to add a link to an analysis by adding '***URL' at the end of an expression.
Example:
Sum(Amount)
lower([region_geo_lbl])

&

'***http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/'

Here,
note
that
the
resulting
URL
will
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/canada,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/france, etc.

depend

on

&

region_geo_lbl:

Once the analysis is set, a normal (left) click on the map with the Pan tool on the concerned item will
open the requested URL.

Settings specific to Bubble analyses

The expression window for bubble analysis is different. Indeed, it’s possible to set two indicators:



The first indicator define the size of the bubbles
The second indicator define the colour of the bubbles

Settings specific to Multi-valued analyses (bar-chart / sector / half-sector)

When creating a multi-valued analysis, step 3 of the creation wizard is slightly different.

Unlike other types of analysis, a multi-valued analysis can contain several indicators. In order to add an
expression, click the

button.

In addition, it is possible to add a grouping dimension, in case only a single indicator (expression) is
being used. When used, this dimension groups the different elements of a dimension, based on a select
field.
Example: analysing sales in different regions, by displaying a pie-chart for each region. The grouping
dimension in this case could be the “product” field, so for each region we’ll have a pie-chart, displaying
the sales for the different products, in this particular region.

Settings specific to Flow Analysis

When creating a flow analysis, step 3 is different.





The application’s current dimension is used as an origin dimension.
The direction dropdown list allows you to choose the direction of the arrows, or to not use
arrows, but draw lines.
The destination dimension is necessary in order to be able to create a flow analysis.
Please note that the destination dimension also needs to be geographically defined. In order to
do this, click on geographically defined (see 2.3.1 Step 1: Geographic definition).

Clicking on Next takes you to the next step in which you can configure the width and colours of the
lines:

Both parameters are optional:


Width: the width of the lines can be determined using a QlikView expression. Clicking the
button opens the Expression Editor.

In the above example, the width of the arrows will be calculated based on the number of sales. Please
note that the actual width of the lines (in pixels) is set in the Visual tab.


Colour: the colour of the lines is determined based on a field in your QlikView document.

In the above example, the colour is selected based on the “Year” field – every year will be assigned a
different colour.

2.3.4 Step 4 (optional): Selecting the style of the analysis
General case

Step 4 enables you to configure the colours, the opacity and the style of your analysis. Colours can be
predefined or personalized. Thanks to the base style, you can configure a style for the objects, the
selections and the labels that are specific to your analysis.

Finally, you can configure the minimum and maximum sizes of the bubbles and icons contained in the
multi-valued analysis. You can also choose the calculation method:




Linear calculation method: The surface is calculated according to the analysed value. The
distribution curve is symmetrical relative to the mean. The linear distribution of the categorized
values is used when the values are uniformly distributed on a large interval.
Logarithmic calculation method: The surface is calculated according to the logarithm of the
value. The distribution curve is not symmetrical and includes a deviation towards high values.
This method is used to highlight high values.
Square root calculation method: The surface is calculated according to the square root of the
value. This method is useful when the scope of the analysed data (range of values) is large and
when the statistical series is quite asymmetric.

Settings specific to Heat maps

When creating a heat map, step 4 is slightly different.

Two settings, specific to heat maps:



Operator: choice of the aggregation function used to create the heat map analysis.
Calculation adapted to extent: when this option is checked, the classes for the heat map
will be recalculated each time the extent of the map changes (zoom in/out, pan).

Settings specific to Multi-valued Analysis

When creating a multi-valued analysis, step 4 is slightly different.



Proportional size: the objects in a multi-valued analysis can either have the same size or have a
size proportional to the calculated expression in the analysis.

Settings specific to Flow Analysis:

When creating a flow analysis, step 4 is different.







Show origin object: if this option is checked, the origin object will systematically appear in the
analysis. Clicking on the symbol allows you to customize its style.
Show destination object: if this option is checked, the destination object will systematically appear in
the analysis. Clicking on the symbol allows you to customize its style.
Inverse arrow direction for negative values: when checked, the direction of arrows having negative
values will be inversed. This is particularly useful when analysing financial flows.
Show: Always / If at least one end is visible / If both ends are visible
Useful in order to limit the number of lines displayed at a time, if the view becomes too cluttered.
Arrow style: can be modified, to a different type of graphical representation.
o New: it is now possible to use straight arrows.

2.4 Editing analyses
When the analysis is created, it is displayed on the map and
its settings are gathered in a block on the left hand side of
the map. Quick edit options are available via the
button.
They allow you to change the colours, the opacity or to
remove the analysis.

The
button enables you to edit the analysis. You have access to the dimensions (2.4.1), expressions
(2.4.2), visual aspects (2.4.3), visibility (2.4.4) and classes (2.4.5).

2.4.1 Dimensions

The first tab allows you to modify the geographic definition of the used dimension/s.

2.4.2 Expressions

The second tab allows modifying the label and the expression of the analysis.

Note: for the Flow analysis, this tab allows you to modify the expression defining the width of the lines
and the field used to determine their colours.

2.4.3 Visual

The third tab lets you personalize the visual aspect of the analysis: colours, opacity, style, sizes of
bubbles or icons.
Note: for the Flow analysis, you’ll find here settings specific to this type of analysis.

2.4.4 Visibility

The visibility tab enables you to manage the zoom levels at which your analysis will be visible. Level 0
corresponds to the lowest level (street). Level 18 corresponds to the highest level (world).

Please note that if your current dimension is a cyclic group, you cannot manage the visibility on an
analysis level, you need to use the “Current Dimension” block.

2.4.5 Classes

Using this tab, you can modify the configuration of the classes in your analysis. First of all, you can
change the number of classes and the calculation method of the classes. The quantile method will
create classes of equal numbers.



Automatics settings: The automatic settings allow you to modify the alias, the label and the
tooltip while maintaining the default settings (minimum, maximum, style)
Custom settings: The Custom settings allow you to modify the classes (minimum and
maximum), the style, the alias, the label and the tooltip. The tool bar on the right hand side
allows you to move up, move down, remove or add a class.

Note: there is no Alias setting for the Bubbles analysis.

2.5 Ordering and deleting analyses

In cartography, the order of the layers is extremely important, since it determines the drawing order on
the map. Thus, the first layer would be drawn at the top and so on.
The GeoQlik administrator can choose where to place each block (analysis).By default, the analysis you
created last is the first analysis in the legend, that is, the one displayed on top in the map.

For example, a Multi-valued Analysis must be placed before a class analysis so that it is visible on the
map. Indeed, you can only see a point object (symbol) if it is placed on top of a polygon object.
The "Move up" and "Move down" arrows available in the

block enable you to move any analysis up

or down. If so desired, the administrator can remove one or more analyses via the
button.

2.6 Point clustering and scattering
Point Clustering and scattering is a new feature in GeoQlik. Clustering allows the grouping of a large
number of points to clusters on the map. Each cluster can aggregate millions of points into a single
graphical object. Point scattering allows displaying points having the exact same coordinates
(superimposed).

2.6.1 Presentation

The Points clustering feature groups points based on proximity.

Points scattering could be used for example with clients found at the exact same address. Typically, in
such a case, all points located at the same coordinates will show up as a single point. GeoQlik allows the
scattering of all these points in the form of a star, in a way that all the objects will be visible.
In this example, a large number of points have
the same coordinates:

Scattering the points makes it possible to
display all the objects:
Clusters feature is utilizing a QlikView expression, allowing to group points based on a grid. The grid size
is configurable.

Requirements

Point Clustering is available in GeoQlik for all types of analyses except flow maps. Note that in the case
of Multi-valued analyses, due to technical limits, a Grouping dimension cannot be used.

Displaying clusters is only possible for dimensions geographically defined with “X/Y coordinates” as the
feature needs to find point coordinates within the QlikView document.

2.6.2 QlikView document configuration

The aggregation of points into clusters is performed by a QlikView mechanism. Following is the
configuration necessary in order to activate the Point Clustering feature:
Two variables need to be created in the QlikView document, two others are optional.
Replace « VAR » with a name of your choice:



VAR: leave empty, value will be assigned by GeoQlik to create a calculated dimension.
VAR_CONFIG: used to define the clusters’ configuration, as illustrated below.
o Line 1 (required) – list of values separated with a comma:

Pos.
1
2

Role

Comments

The current dimension

The dimension on which the analyses are
based.
Grouping points to clusters is done based on
a N x N grid. GeoQlik will display a single
item at most in each cell. (Either a cluster or
a regular point)
Starting from this scale, individual points
will be drawn. (No clusters will be displayed
below this scale)
GeoQlik will display the number of objects
contained in each clusters + this label. Ex. :
« 4389 customers »
See 2.6.3 GeoQlik configuration

Size of grid (N x N)

3

Threshold for cluster creation

4

Label for clusters

5

Horizontal point scattering
in meters (optional)
Vertical
point
scattering
in meters (optional)

6

See 2.2.3 GeoQlik configuration

Lines 2-N (optional): additional dimensions, for creating a group with a manual / automatic
transition (the configuration of automatic transition will be discussed in a following paragraph).
VAR_DIMENSION (optional): leave empty.
Needs to be created only if additional dimensions are configured in VAR_CONFIG. (Lines 2-N)
VAR_STYLE (optional): 2 lines, defining the style of the labels appearing on the clusters. The first line
refers to a cluster, the second one to a scattered cluster (see 2.6.3 GeoQlik configuration).
o




The syntax is the following: font, text colour (hexadecimal RGB), style (plain / italic / bold), text size,
background colour (hexadecimal RGB).

Example:
VAR_CONFIG =
customer _id, 5, 20000, customers, 20, 20

SubDistrict
District

VAR_STYLE =
Arial, ff0000, italic, 12, ffffff
Impact, ff0000, bold, 14, ff0000

2.6.3 GeoQlik configuration
Creating analyses

Before creating analyses, the Current Dimension of GeoQlik needs to be modified to reference the
calculated dimension (the 1st variable).
The syntax is as follows: =$(VAR)

Furthermore, when creating an analysis, the data type needs to be « X/Y coordinates », using the
appropriate longitude/latitude fields.

Switching between dimensions

In case where the VAR_CONFIG variable contains several dimensions (the dimension for the clusters +
other dimensions), the administrator can switch between the dimension:


Manually, (if Automatic Transition is disabled), using the arrow
in the dropdown list:



Automatically, (if Automatic Transition is enabled), based on the current zoom level.

or by selecting a dimension directly

Automatic transition configuration

The Automatic Transition allows GeoQlik to choose the current dimension (from within the dimensions
of the group) automatically, based on the zoom level.
This is configured using the standard UI of GeoQlik, as you would do with a regular group:

Note: it is only possible to use one cluster dimension by group used in GeoQlik.

Point scattering

GeoQlik allows scattering points found at the exact same location (identical coordinates). Scattering
points is being triggered by the zoom level, as configured in a QlikView variable (described above in
VAR_CONFIG).
It is possible to configure the distance between the scattered points, in meters.

From a user’s perspective

Using GeoQlik (from the point of view of a user, displaying existing analyses) remains unchanged.

The clusters will be displayed based on the configuration determined by the administration. The map
will be updated with every action performed on the map (zoom / pan).

3 Making the QlikView document available
on the server
3.1 Saving the application

The administrator can save the application thanks to the
icon. The saved map will be the one seen
by the users when accessing the document through an Access Point. Saving the application takes
various elements into account:







The analyses created
The extent of the map
The analysis displayed when connecting
The layers displayed when connecting (checked layers in the “Extras” block)
The selected base map
The selected panel: legend panel / analyses panel. These can also be hidden.

The administrator can also hide the toolbar by clicking on the icon

.

Once the toolbar is hidden, the administrator will retain the ability to save the map
and its
presentation (toolbar shown or hidden) will be saved as well as the elements mentioned above.

Note: it is possible to define default GeoQlik object appearance parameters (left panel, dimension,
extras and base map), for all maps, using the configuration file. For more information about this, see
Installation and administration guide – 6.1 – Configuration file.

3.2 Visualizing the document in Access Point
Once finished, you can make the QlikView document available on the QlikView server so that users who
do not have QlikView's desktop version can access the documents.

The .qvw document has to be copied and pasted on the server, in the directory where the documents
are stored.
The GeoQlik extension has to be installed on the QlikView server.

Once the document is placed on the server, connect to http://SERVER/QlikView in order to view the
Access Point, where "SERVER" is the name or the IP address of the machine hosting the QlikView and
GeoQlik servers.
To visualize the maps, you need to access the GeoQlik server, not QlikView's. If you wish this action to
be automatic, open the QlikView Enterprise Management Console:

Enter /geoqlik/proxy/qvajaxzfc/opendoc.htm in the "Full Browser and small Device Version" text box.
Then click on "Apply".

Opening documents from QlikView Access Point will use the GeoQlik server.

4 The GeoQlik object
4.1 Global interface

The GeoQlik extension is composed of two main zones:



The map and its navigation tools.
The map management tabs.

In the map zone, the mouse helps you navigate: the left click enables you to make a QlikView selection
or to move; the wheel enables you to zoom in or out. The navigation bar located on the top left hand
corner of the map also helps you navigate on the map (zoom in/out, pan).
Two tabs are available on the left hand side of the map. The first tab allows you to configure the map,
whereas the second tab enables you to access the analysis’ legends.

The map's setup tab displays the available analyses (checked or not, depending on how they were
saved), the extras which are extra wrapping layers that you can display or not and the base maps you
have defined for this map.

The Legend tab displays the legends of the various analyses present on the map. The legends are
dynamic, they are rendered depending on the type of analysis (heat map for instance) and they depend
directly on the analyses displayed on the map.

4.2 Map setup

You access the map configuration tab using the icon in the
bottom left hand corner. By default, GeoQlik displays this tab
when connecting.
All the analyses are available within this tab. You can choose
which analysis you want to display on the map by
checking/unchecking the box.

This tab also allows you to select the cartographic layers that
you want to view on the map (Extras).
The extras can be placed above analyses using the button:

Finally, you can choose your map's base map using to the "Type" dropdown list. If you select the
Google Maps base map in the list, you will be offered three views in a new list: map, satellite, hybrid.
You can modify the opacity of the base map for a better readability. The option “Limit to extent” is
used to restrain the visibility of a base map to its cartographic perimeter.

4.3 Legend

You access the legend tab using the “Legend” icon located in the
bottom right hand corner. This tab only concerns the analyses’
legend. In this tab, you can view the analyses available on the map,
which means the analyses checked in the previous tab.

You can also visualize the extras layers visible on the map if the
option “Available in the legend” is checked (Management console –
Manage your maps – Cartographic data in the section Layer
options)

5 Viewer tools
5.1 Navigation

A navigation tool is available within the map. It enables you to choose the extent you prefer by moving
the map and setting the zoom level. You can also use your mouse wheel to zoom in or out.
When the toolbar is hided, three tools are available nearby the navigation tool:
Back to first extent
Qlikview Selection
Pan tool (selected by default)

5.2 Toolbar
A toolbar is available within the GeoQlik interface. It allows you to perform the following actions:
Saving the map (in creation mode)
Go back to the initial extent
QlikView selection (see: 5.3)
Pan (default tool)
Zoom box
Localize (see: 5.4)
Automatically recenter on selection activated/deactivated
Centering on the selections
Cartographic selection tools (see: 5.5)
Drawing tools (see: 5.6)
Isochrone tool (see: part 5.7)
Filtering tools (see: part 5.8)
Print the map (one map at a time)
Access GeoQlik’s user guide
About GeoQlik

5.3 QlikView selection
This tool
allows you to select the current dimension's cartographic objects. This selection
automatically filters all the QlikView document's objects.
In the same way, the selections performed on the other objects of the QlikView document will be used
to filter you map.
In the desktop version, the
button will allow you to erase all the selections. On the server, use
the
button to access the list of current selections and to erase them.

5.4 Search

You can access the localize interface via the
button. This Search Tool allows you to find a
geographic object in your application:
You need to indicate the search term in the “Enter search
term” input field and then launch the search by clicking on
the
button. The result list is organized by search layer.
You can display the results found on another layer using the
dropdown menu.
This button allows you to zoom on all the results
found in the selected layer in the dropdown menu.

Selecting an object in the result list allows you to visualize it
on the map and to select it. By using the Ctrl or Shift keys of your keyboard, you can select multiple
results in the list.
You will be able to use the objects selected on the map to filter the QlikView document. (See: 5.8
Filtering tool).

5.5 Spatial selection

You can access the Spatial Selection Tool via the

button.

First, you need to select the desired shape and the desired cartographic layer in the dropdown list. All
the available layers in the application will be listed here. The selections you make can be deleted, saved
and then opened again thanks to the

icons.

This functionality is very useful if, for instance, you wish to select and refresh your QlikView document
with all the cities crossed by a road. In this case, you just need to select the beforehand-added “Roads”
cartographic layer and to select the common dimension for the filter. GeoQlik will perform a spatial
intersection between the selected road and the cities in order to obtain the cities crossed by this road.
In the same way, you can select all the departments of a region, all the cities of a region or a
department etc.
Please note that the current selection is not saved automatically when closing the QlikView document.
If you wish to use the selection during another session, you need to save it.
The “Filter document” button allows you to filter your QlikView document with the current
selection. To configure the filter, please see section 5.8 Filtering tool.

5.6 Drawing

You can access the drawing tools via the

button.

Colours
As a first step, you can click on the
objects you are going to draw.

tool to define the background style (colour, opacity) of the

Shapes
Then, select the icon representing the shape that you wish to draw (polygon,
rectangle, line, ellipse, arrow, point, text). After that, click on the map to define the
location of the drawing. If you are drawing a polygon, place all the delimiting points
by clicking on the map. To finish your shape, make a last click on the red dot that
appears. The red dot indicates the first apex of your geometric shape and enables
you to close the polygon. To close a polygon you can also double click on the last
apex.

Selection/Edition

It is possible to modify a geometric shape after creating it. You can use two tools for that:



The
selected shapes.
The
shapes.

selection tool that allows you to move transform or rotate one or several

edit tool, that enables you to add, delete or move the apexes of one of the added

Validate/Erase
Once the modifications are made, click on

to validate them. You also have the possibility to delete

the drawn shapes thanks to the "Erase drawings" button

in the toolbar.

Load/Save
Please note that the created geometry can be saved, loaded and shared

.

You will also be able to use the objects drawn to filter the QlikView document. (cf 5.8 Filtering tool) in
the same manner as you can use 5.4 Search tool and 5.5 Selection tool.

5.7 Isochrone

The isochrone tool offers three modes of calculation: isochrones (in minutes), isodistance and circle (in
kilometres or miles). Once validated, the creation of an isochronous / isodistance / circle can be used as
a drawing. As such, it can be changed (shape, colour, movement, duplication ...) and saved using 5.6
drawing tools. Like all objects drawn on the map, isochrones / isodistances / circles can be used to filter
the QlikView document (see 5.8 Filtering tool).

Isochrone mode

The isochrone mode allows the user to define the points accessible by a vehicle at a given time (in
minutes). For example, we can define the area that can be reached within 30 minutes starting from the
centre of Lyon.

Isodistance mode

The iso-distance mode allows the user to define the points accessible by a vehicle traveling a given
distance (in km, m or miles). For example, we can define the area being covered by a vehicle within a 30
km radius starting from the centre of Lyon.

Circle mode

The circle mode allows the user to define accessible points as the crow flies given a distance (in km or
miles). For example, we can define the area that can be served bird’s-eye browsing 30 km starting from
the centre of Lyon.
Example: In the example below, we will delineate the area that can be served in 30 minutes starting
from the city centre of Lyon:

1. Select the calculation mode (1)
2. Enter the desired time (2) (for iso-distance and circle modes, the limit is expressed in km or
miles)
3. Enable the tool (3) and select the centre of Lyon (4)



GeoQlik delimits, in blue, the area which may be served by a vehicle in within 30 minutes:



The number of steps is used to divide the boundary area. In this example, we can visualize the
area accessible in 10 minutes, 20 minutes and 30 minutes from the city centre of Lyon:



The colour of the area drawn by GeoQlik can be changed using colour palettes
Drawing tools).

(see 5.6

Erase/Validate



The
button allows you to validate the area drawn by GeoQlik and thus the view when
printing the map.
The

5.8 Filtering

button clears the area drawn by GeoQlik.

GeoQlik enables you to filter your map and all the objects of the QlikView document with the current
selection. You can access the Filtering Tool via the

button.

As described previously, the current selection can be performed with:
1.
2.
3.
4.

the Search Tool (see 5.4)
the Drawing Tool (see 5.5)
the Spatial Selection Tool (see 5.6)
and the Isochrone Tool (see 5.7)

The "intersect the selection" spatial operator allows you to filter the QlikView document. Several spatial
operators are available for filtering the document:

Please note that the filter is mandatorily performed on your application's current dimension. Finally,
you can choose a tolerance (in kilometres or miles):

To save the filters, just save your QlikView document.

6 Mobile
You can consult your GeoQlik maps on your mobile phone or your tablet. The interface has been
adapted for this specific use. The buttons are visible only when hovering the mouse over the map.

6.1 JavaScript client setting
When using mobile, you must set the JavaScript client. For this, two possibilities are open to you:


In the config.xml file (C:\ProgramData\GeoQlikServer), you can add the following parameter :
<DefaultClient>javascript</DefaultClient>
If this setting is not filled, the Flash value will be set by default.



The second option is to visit QlikView Management Console, select the QlikView document for
which you want to use the JavaScript client and change the URL by adding "" & gqClient =
javascript ".
The activation of the JavaScript Client within this document will be automatic when adding this
parameter in the URL.

6.2 Navigation tools

The mouse can be used to pan on the map but also to zoom in and out by using the mouse wheel.
When clicking on the button
pinned up:
Back to first
Zoom in
Zoom out

available on the right left of the map, three navigation tools are

6.3 Legend, Analysis and Extras
In the right bottom of the map, several buttons are at your disposal.

When clicking on the button

, the legend will be displayed in the top right of the map.

When clicking on the button

, you will find all the available analyses.

The analyses visible on the map will be displayed there. The visible extras will also be on display if the
option « Available in the legend » is checked (Management Console – Manage your map – Cartographic
data).

You can make the analyses visible by clicking on
symbol

.

When using the button
With the same button

, you can choose your base map in a dropdown list.
, you can have access to all your extras.

To make the extras visible, you can use the
symbol
Console.

. The visible analyses will be marked with the

button. The visible analyses will be marked with the

. The extras order is defined in the « Symbology » tab from the GeoQlik Management

6.4 Search tool, automatic recenter and zoom on the selection
Different tools are available on the top right of the map when clicking on

.

You can access the search window with the
object in your application:

button. The search tool will locate a geographical

The user must enter the search expression into the research field and then start the search via the

button
. The result list is organized by search layer. You can view the results from another layer
using the dropdown menu.
This button allows you to zoom in on all the results according to the selected layer from the
dropdown menu.
The selection of an object in the list of result
permits to visualize this object on the map
and to select it. By using ctrl or shift buttons,
you can select several results from the list.
The button
selection.

Two other tools can be found nearby the search tool:
Centre on the selection
Activation/ deactivation of the automatic recentre.

is used to erase the ongoing

6.5 Selection
To select an object, you c need to do a long press on the map. This operation opens a small selection
box that you can adjust.

This button
updated.

permits to validate the selection. The map and the entire QlikView document will be

This button

permits to cancel the selection.
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